
STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION

COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA

AT RICHMOND, MARCH 2, 2021

2021 MAR-2 P l=01
COMMONWEALTH OF VIRGINIA, ex rel.

STATE CORPORATION COMMISSION
CASE NO. PUR-2020-00195

Ex Parte-. In the matter of amending regulations 
governing net energy metering

ORDER ADOPTING REGULATIONS

The Regulations Governing Net Energy Metering, 20 VAC 5-315-10 et seq. ("Net 

Energy Metering Rules"), adopted by the State Corporation Commission ("Commission") 

pursuant to § 56-594 of the Virginia Electric Utility Regulation Act, Chapter 23 

(§ 56-576 etseq.) of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia ("Code"), establish the requirements for 

participation by an eligible customer-generator in net energy metering in the Commonwealth.

The Net Energy Metering Rules include conditions for interconnection and metering, billing, and 

contract requirements between net metering customers, electric distribution companies, and 

energy service providers.

On October 21, 2020, the Commission entered an Order Establishing Proceeding 

("Order") in this docket to consider revisions to the Net Energy Metering Rules to reflect 

statutory changes enacted by Chapter 1188 of the 2020 Acts of Assembly, which amended 

§ 56-594 of the Code to (1) increase the caps on participation in net metering by residential and 

non-residential customers; (2) establish revised limits on capacity on net metering facilities based 

on the customer's expected annual energy consumption; (3) require the Commission to conduct a 

net metering proceeding under parameters set by the Code when certain criteria have been met; 

and (4) permit localities meeting criteria established in the Code to install solar or wind-powered 

facilities under parameters set forth in the statute.



The Commission appended to its Order proposed amendments ("Proposed Rules") 

revising the Net Energy Metering Rules, which were prepared by the Staff of the Commission to 

reflect the revisions mandated by Chapter 1188.

Notice of the proceeding and the Proposed Rules were published in the Virginia Register 

of Regulations on November 23, 2020. Additionally, each Virginia electric distribution company 

was directed to serve a copy of the Order upon each of their respective net metering customers. 

Interested persons were directed to file any comments and requests for hearing on the Proposed 

Rules on or before December 22, 2020.

Virginia Electric and Power Company ("Dominion") and the Association of Electric 

Cooperatives ("Cooperatives") filed comments. The Commission also received electronic 

comments from one interested person. No one requested a hearing on the Proposed Rules.

Dominion states that "the proposed revisions track the changes made to Va. Code 

§ 56-594." The Cooperatives propose changes to the definitions of "net metering customer" and 

"renewable fuel generator" to conform to the definitions of these terms for cooperatives provided 

in Code § 56-594.01. We agree with the Cooperatives and have modified 20 VAC 5-315-20 

accordingly.

NOW THE COMMISSION, upon consideration of this matter, is of the opinion and finds 

that the revised regulations attached hereto as Appendix A should be adopted as final rules, as 

discussed herein.

Accordingly, IT IS ORDERED THAT:

(1) The Regulations Governing Net Energy Metering, as shown in Appendix A to this 

Order, are hereby adopted and are effective as of March 15, 2021.
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(2) A copy of this Order with Appendix A including the Regulations Governing Net 

Energy Metering shall be forwarded to the Registrar of Regulations for publication in the 

Virginia Register of Regulations.

(3) An electronic copy of this Order with Appendix A shall be made available on the 

Division of Public Utility Regulation's section of the Commission's website: 

scc.virginia.gov/Dages/Rulemaking.

(4) On or before May 1, 2021, each utility in the Commonwealth subject to Chapter 10 

(§ 56-232 et seq.) of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia shall file in this docket, with the Clerk of 

the Commission, any revised tariff provisions necessary to implement the regulations adopted 

herein, and shall also provide a copy of the document containing the revised tariff provisions 

with the Commission's Division of Public Utility Regulation. The Clerk of the Commission need 

not distribute copies but shall make such filings available for public inspection in the Clerk's 

Office and post them on the Commission's website at: scc.virginia.gov/pages/Case-Information.

(5) This docket shall remain open to receive the filings from electric utilities pursuant to 

Ordering Paragraph (4).

A COPY hereof shall be sent electronically by the Clerk of the Commission to all persons 

on the official Service List in this matter. The Service List is available from the Clerk of the 

Commission.
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State Corporation Commission 

Rules Governing Net Energy Metering 

20VAC5-315-20. Definitions.

The following words and terms when used in this chapter shall have the following meanings 

unless the context clearly indicates otherwise:

"Agricultural business" means any sole proprietorship, corporation, partnership, electing 

small business (Subchapter S) corporation, or limited liability company engaged primarily in the 

production and sale of plants and animals, products collected from plants and animals, or plant 

and animal services that are useful to the public.

"Agricultural net metering customer" means a customer that operates an electrical 

generating facility consisting of one or more agricultural renewable fuel generators having an 

aggregate generation capacity of not more than 500 kilowatts as part of an agricultural business 

under a net metering service arrangement. An agricultural net metering customer may be 

served by multiple meters of one utility serving the agricultural net metering customer that are 

located at separate but-eentiguous the same or adjacent sites and that may be aggregated into 

one account. This account shall be served under the appropriate tariff.

"Agricultural renewable fuel generator" or "agricultural renewable fuel generating facility" 

means one or more electrical generators that:

1. Use as their sole energy source solar power, wind power, or aerobic or anaerobic 

digester gas;

2. The agricultural net metering customer owns and operates, or has contracted with 

other persons to own or operate, or both;

3. Are located on land owned or controlled by the agricultural business;



4. Are connected to the agricultural net metering customer's wiring on the agricultural net 

metering customer's side of the agricultural net metering customer's interconnection with 

the distributor;

5. Are interconnected and operated in parallel with an electric company's distribution 

facilities; and

6. Are used primarily to provide energy to metered accounts of the agricultural business.

"Billing period" means, as to a particular agricultural net metering customer or a net metering 

customer, the time period between the two meter readings upon which the electric distribution 

company and the energy service provider calculate the agricultural net metering customer’s or 

net metering customer's bills.

"Billing period credit" means, for a nontime-of-use agricultural net metering customer or a 

nontime-of-use net metering customer, the quantity of electricity generated and fed back into the 

electric grid by the agricultural net metering customer's agricultural renewable fuel generator or 

by the net metering customer's renewable fuel generator in excess of the electricity supplied to 

the customer over the billing period. For time-of-use agricultural net metering customers or time- 

of-use net metering customers, billing period credits are determined separately for each time-of- 

use tier.

"Competitive service provider" means a person, licensed by the State Corporation 

Commission, that sells or offers to sell a competitive energy service within the Commonwealth. 

This term includes affiliated competitive service providers but does not include a party that 

supplies electricity or natural gas, or both, exclusively for its own consumption or the 

consumption of one or more of its affiliates. For the purpose of this chapter, competitive service 

providers include aggregators.
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"Contiguous sites" means a group of land parcels in which each parcel shares at least one 

boundary point with at least one other parcel in the group. Property whose surface is divided 

only by public right-of-way is considered contiguous.

"Customer" means a net metering customer or an agricultural net metering customer.

"Demand charge-based time-of-use tariff means a retail tariff for electric supply service that 

has two or more time-of-use tiers for energy-based charges and an electricity supply demand 

(kilowatt) charge.

"Electric cooperative" means an electric distribution company organized pursuant to Chapter 

9.1 (§ 56-231.15 et seq.) of Title 56 of the Code of Virginia, owned by its members.

"Electric distribution company" means the entity that owns or operates the distribution 

facilities delivering electricity to the premises of an agricultural net metering customer or a net 

metering customer.

"Energy service provider (supplier)" means the entity providing electricity supply service, 

either tariffed or competitive service, to an agricultural net metering customer or a net metering 

customer.

"Excess generation" means the amount of electrical energy generated in excess of the 

electrical energy consumed by the agricultural net metering customer or net metering customer 

over the course of the net metering period. For time-of-use agricultural net metering customers 

or net metering customers, excess generation is determined separately for each time-of-use 

tier.

"Generator" or "generating facility" means an electrical generating facility consisting of one 

or more renewable fuel generators or one or more agricultural renewable fuel generators that 

meet the criteria under the definition of "net metering customer" and "agricultural net metering 

customer," respectively.
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"Low-income utility customer" means the same as that term is defined in § 56-576 of the 

Code of Virginia.

"Net metering customer" means [ , for an electric cooperative, ] a customer owning and 

operating, or contracting with other persons to own or operate, or both, an electrical generating 

facility consisting of one or more renewable fuel generators having an aggregate generation 

capacity of not more than [ 20 ] kilowatts for residential customers and not more than [ one

megawatt three megawatts ] for nonresidential customers. The generating facility shall be 

operated under a net metering service arrangement. [ For an investor-owned electric 

distribution company, "net metering customer" means a customer owning and 

operating, or contracting with other persons to own or operate, or both, an electrical 

generating facility consisting of one or more renewable fuel generators having an 

aggregate generation capacity of not more than 25 kilowatts for residential customers 

and not more than three megawatts for nonresidential customers. The generating facility 

shall be operated under a net metering service arrangement. 1

"Net metering period" means each successive 12-month period beginning with the first 

meter reading date following the final interconnection of an agricultural net metering customer or 

a net metering customer’s generating facility consisting of one or more agricultural renewable 

fuel generators or one or more renewable fuel generators, respectively, with the electric 

distribution company's distribution facilities.

"Net metering service" means providing retail electric service to an agricultural net metering 

customer operating an agricultural renewable fuel generating facility or a net metering customer 

operating a renewable fuel generating facility and measuring the difference, over the net 

metering period, between the electricity supplied to the customer from the electric grid and the 

electricity generated and fed back to the electric grid by the customer.
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"Nonprofit customer" or "not-for-profit customer" means a person that is exempt from federal ^

©
income taxation, including (without limitation) schools, hospitals, institutions of higher education, ihi

public charities, and churches and other houses of religious worship, as determined by the 

Internal Revenue Service.

"Person" means any individual, sole proprietorship, corporation, limited liability company, 

partnership, association, company, business, trust, joint venture, or other private legal entity, the 

Commonwealth, or any city, county, town, authority, or other political subdivision of the 

Commonwealth.

"Phase I Utility" shall be defined in accordance with subdivision A 1 of § 56-585.1 of the 

Code of Virginia.

"Phase II Utility" shall be defined in accordance with subdivision A 1 of § 56-585.1 of the 

Code of Virginia.

"Purchase power agreement provider" or "PPA provider” means, in an electric cooperative 

service territory, a person registered with the commission's Division of Public Utility Regulation 

pursuant to 20VAC5-315-77 to offer third-party partial requirements power purchase 

agreements to customers.

"Registry" means, in reference to a PPA provider, the list of those persons registered with 

the commission's Division of Public Utility Regulation as PPA providers.

"Renewable Energy Certificate" or "REC" represents the renewable energy attributes • 

associated with the production of one megawatt-hour (MWh) of electrical energy by a generator.

"Renewable fuel generator" or "renewable fuel generating facility" means one or more 

electrical generators that:

1. Use renewable energy, as defined by § 56-576 of the Code of Virginia, as their total

fuel source;
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to own or operate, or both;
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3. Are located on the net metering oustomer-'s-premises land owned or leased by the net 

metering customer and connected to the net metering customer's wiring on the net 

metering customer's side of its interconnection with the distributor;

4. Are interconnected pursuant to a net metering arrangement and operated in parallel 

with the electric distribution company's distribution facilities; and

5. Are intended primarily to offset all or part of the net metering customer's own 

electricity requirements. ;Pbe [ For an electric cooperative, the capacity of any generating 

facility installed on or after July 1, 2015, shall not exceed the expected annual energy 

consumption based on the previous 12 months of billing history or an annualized 

calculation of billing history if 12 months of billing history is not available. For an 

investor-owned electric distribution company, the capacity of any generating 

facility installed between July 1. 2015, and July 1. 2020. shall not exceed the 

expected annual energy consumption based on the previous 12 months of billing 

history or an annualized calculation of billing history if 12 months of billing history 

is not available. ]

"Small agricultural generating facility" means an electrical generating facility that:

1. Has a capacity of not more than 1.5 megawatts and does not exceed 150% of the 

customer's expected annual energy consumption based on the previous 12 months of 

billing history or an annualized calculation of billing history if 12 months of billing history 

is not available;

2. Uses as its total source of fuel renewable energy;



3. Is located on the customer's premises and is interconnected with the utility's 

distribution system through a separate meter;

4. Is interconnected and operated in parallel with an electric utility's distribution system 

but not transmission facilities;

5. Is designed so that the electricity generated is expected to remain on the utility's 

distribution system; and

6. Is a qualifying small power production facility pursuant to the Public Utility Regulatory 

Policies Act of 1978 (P.L. 95-617).

"Small agricultural generator" means a customer that:

1. Is not an eligible agricultural customer-generator pursuant to § 56-594 of the Code of 

Virginia;

2. Operates a small agricultural generating facility as part of an agricultural business;

3. May be served by multiple meters that are located at separate but contiguous sites;

4. May aggregate the electricity consumption measured by the meters, solely for 

purposes of calculating 150% of the customer's expected annual energy consumption 

but not for billing or retail service purposes, provided that the same utility serves all of its 

meters;

5. Uses not more than 25% of the contiguous land owned or controlled by the 

agricultural business for purposes of the renewable energy generating facility; and

6. Provides the electric utility with a certification, attested under oath, as to the amount of 

land being used for renewable generation.

"System peak" for an electric cooperative, means the highest peak, based on the 

noncoincident peak of the electric cooperative or the coincident peak of all of the electric
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cooperative's customers of the past three years listed in Part O, Line 20 of Form 7 (Financial 

And Operating Report - Electric Distribution) filed with the U.S. Department of Agriculture's 

Rural Utilities Service (RUS), or an equivalent form if a cooperative is not an RUS borrower, 

less any portion of the cooperative's total load that is served by a competitive service provider or 

by a market-based rate.

"Third-party partial requirements power purchase agreement" or "third-party PPA" means, 

for an electric cooperative, an agreement entered into pursuant to § 56-594.01 K of the Code of 

Virginia between a customer engaging in net energy metering and a registered PPA provider 

pursuant to 20VAC5-315-77.

"Time-of-use customer" means an agricultural net metering customer or net metering 

customer receiving retail electricity supply service under a demand charge-based time-of-use 

tariff.

"Time-of-use period" means an interval of time over which the energy (kilowatt-hour) rate 

charged to a time-of-use customer does not change.

"Time-of-use tier" or "tier" means all time-of-use periods given the same name (e.g., on- 

peak, off-peak, critical peak, etc.) for the purpose of time-differentiating energy (kilowatt-hour)- 

based charges. The rates associated with a particular tier may vary by day and by season.

20VAC5-315-40. Conditions of interconnection.

A. A prospective customer may begin operation of the generating facility on an 

interconnected basis when:

1. The customer has properly notified both the electric distribution company and energy 

service provider (in accordance with 20VAC5-315-30) of the customer’s intent to 

interconnect.



2. If required by the electric distribution company's tariff, the customer has installed a 

lockable, electric distribution company accessible, load breaking manual disconnect 

switch at each of the facility's generators.

3. The licensed electrician who installs the customer’s generator certifies, by signing the 

commission-approved notification form, that any required manual disconnect switch is 

being installed properly and that the generator has been installed in accordance with the 

manufacturer's specifications as well as all applicable provisions of the National 

Electrical Code. If the customer or licensed Virginia Class A or B general contractor 

installs the customer's generator, the signed final electrical inspection can be used in lieu 

of the licensed electrician's certification.

4. The vendor certifies by signing the commission-approved notification form that the 

generator being installed is in compliance with the requirements established by 

Underwriters Laboratories or other national testing laboratories in accordance with IEEE 

Standard 1547, Standard for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power 

Systems, July 2003.

5. In the case of static inverter-connected generators with an alternating current capacity 

in excess of 10 kilowatts, the customer has had the inverter settings inspected by the 

electric distribution company. The electric distribution company may impose a fee on the 

customer of no more than $50 for each generator that requires this inspection.

6. In the case of nonstatic inverter-connected generators, the customer has 

interconnected according to the electric distribution company's interconnection 

guidelines and the electric distribution company has inspected all protective equipment 

settings. The electric distribution company may impose a fee on the customer of no 

more than $50 for each generator that requires this inspection.
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7. The following requirements shall be met before interconnection may occur:

a. Electric distribution facilities and customer impact limitations. A customer's 

generator shall not be permitted to interconnect to distribution facilities if the 

interconnection would reasonably lead to damage to any of the electric distribution 

company's facilities or would reasonably lead to voltage regulation or power quality 

problems at other customer revenue meters due to the incremental effect of the 

generator on the performance of the electric distribution system, unless the customer 

reimburses the electric distribution company for its cost to accommodate the 

interconnection, including the reasonable cost of equipment required for the 

interconnection.

b. SecondaryT service, and service entrance limitations. The capacity of the 

generators at any one service location shall be less than the capacity of the electric 

distribution company-owned secondary7 service, and service entrance cable 

connected to the point of interconnection, unless the customer reimburses the 

electric distribution company for the reasonable cost of equipment required for the 

interconnection.

c. Transformer loading limitations. A customer's generator shall not have the ability 

to overload the electric distribution company's transformer, or any transformer 

winding, beyond manufacturer or nameplate ratings, unless the customer reimburses 

the electric distribution company for the reasonable cost of equipment required for 

the interconnection.

d. Integration with electric distribution company facilities grounding. The grounding 

scheme of each generator shall comply with IEEE 1547, Standard for 

Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power Systems, July 2003, and 

shall be consistent with the grounding scheme used by the electric distribution



company. If requested by a prospective customer, the electric distribution company 

shall assist the prospective customer in selecting a grounding scheme that 

coordinates with its distribution system.

e. Balance limitation. The generator shall not create a voltage imbalance of more 

than 3.0% at any other customer's revenue meter if the electric distribution company 

transformer, with the secondary connected to the point of interconnection, is a three- 

phase transformer, unless the customer reimburses the electric distribution company 

for the reasonable cost of equipment required for the interconnection.

B. For an investor-owned electric distribution company, a prospective customer or small 

agricultural generator shall not be allowed to interconnect a generator to the distribution system 

if doing so will cause the total rated generating alternating current capacity of all interconnected 

net metered generators, as defined in 20VAC5-315-20, within that customer's electric 

distribution company's Virginia service territory to exceed 4-rQ% 6.0%. in the aggregate, 5.0% 

that is available to all customers and 1.0% that is available only to low-income utility customers 

of that company's adjusted Virginia peak-load forecast for the previous year. In any case where 

a prospective customer has submitted a notification form required by 20VAC5-315-30 and that 

customer's interconnection would cause the total rated generating alternating current capacity of 

all interconnected net metered generators, as defined in 20VAC5-315-20, within that investor- 

owned electric distribution company's service territory to exceed 1.0% of that company's Virginia 

peak-load-forecast for the previous year the limitations described in this subsection, the electric 

distribution company shall, at the time it becomes aware of the fact, send written notification to 

the prospective customer and to the commission's Division of Public Utility Regulation that the 

interconnection is not allowed. In addition, upon request from any customer, the electric 

distribution company shall provide to the customer the amount of capacity still available for 

interconnection pursuant to § 56-594 D of the Code of Virginia.
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C. For an electric cooperative, a prospective customer shall not be allowed to interconnect a 

generator to the distribution system if doing so will cause the total rated generating alternating 

current capacity of all interconnected net metered generators, as defined in 20VAC5-315-20, 

within the cooperative's Virginia service territory to exceed the following percentages of system 

peak: (i) for nonjurisdictional and nonprofit customers, 2.0% of the cooperative's system peak; 

(ii) for residential customers, 2.0% of the cooperative's system peak; or (iii) for other 

nonresidential customers, 1.0% of the cooperative's system peak. Such caps shall not decrease 

but may increase if the system peak in any year exceeds the previous year's system peak. For 

purposes of calculating the caps established in this subsection, all net energy metering shall be 

counted, whenever interconnected, and shall include net energy metering interconnected 

pursuant to § 56-594 of the Code of Virginia, agricultural net energy metering, and any net 

energy metering entered into with a third-party PPA provider registered pursuant to § 56-594.01 

K of the Code of Virginia. Net energy metering with nonjurisdictional customers entered into 

prior to July 1, 2019, may be counted toward the caps, in the discretion of the cooperative, as 

net energy metering if the nonjurisdictional customer takes service pursuant to a cooperative's 

net energy metering rider. Net energy metering with nonjurisdictional customers entered into on 

or after July 1, 2019, shall be counted toward the caps by default unless the cooperative has 

reason to exclude such net energy metering as subject to a separate contract or arrangement. 

Each electric cooperative governed by this section shall publish information regarding the 

calculation and status of its caps, or the electric cooperative's systemwide cap established via § 

56-585.4 or 56-594.01 G of the Code of Virginia if applicable, on the electric cooperative's 

website. In any case where a prospective customer has submitted a notification form required 

by 20VAC5-315-30 and that customer's interconnection would cause the total rated generating 

alternating current nameplate capacity of all interconnected net metered generators to exceed 

the percentages stated in this subsection, the electric cooperative shall, at the time it becomes 

aware of the fact, send written notification to the prospective customer and to the commission's

m
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Division of Public Utility Regulation that the interconnection is not allowed and shall update its 

website. In addition, upon request from any customer, the electric distribution company shall 

provide to the customer the amount of capacity still available for interconnection pursuant to § 

56-594.01 F of the Code of Virginia.
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D. Neither the electric distribution company nor the energy service provider shall impose any 

charges upon a customer for any interconnection requirements specified by this chapter, except 

as provided under subdivisions A 5, A 6, and A 7 of this section, 20VAC5-315-50, and 20VAC5- 

315-70 as related to additional metering.

E. A customer shall immediately notify the electric distribution company of any changes in 

the ownership of, operational responsibility for, or contact information for any of the customer's 

generators.

F. The capacity of any generating facility installed between July 1. 2015. and July 1. 2020. 

shall not exceed the expected annual energy consumption based on the previous 12 months of 

billing history or an annualized calculation of billing history if 12 months of billing history is not 

available. In the certificated service territory of a Phase I Utility, the capacity of any generating 

facility installed pursuant to this section after July 1 2020, shall not exceed 100% of the 

expected annual energy consumption based on the previous 12 months of billing history or an 

annualized calculation of billing history if 12 months of billing history is not available. In the 

certificated service territory of a Phase II Utility, the capacity of any generating facility installed 

pursuant to this section after July 1. 2020. shall not exceed 150% of the expected annual 

energy consumption based on the previous 12 months of billing history or an annualized 

calculation of billing history if 12 months of billing history is not available.
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20VAC5-315-50. Metering, billing, payment and contract or tariff considerations.

Net metered energy shall be measured in accordance with standard metering practices by 

metering equipment capable of measuring (but not necessarily displaying) power flow in both 

directions. Each contract or tariff governing the relationship between a customer, electric 

distribution company, or energy service provider shall be identical, with respect to the rate 

structure, all retail rate components, and monthly charges, to the contract or tariff under which 

the same customer would be served if such customer were not an agricultural net metering 

customer or a net metering customer with the exceptions that a residential net metering 

customer or an agricultural net metering customer in the service territory of a Phase II Utility 

whose generating facility has a capacity that exceeds 40 15 kilowatts shall pay any applicable 

tariffed monthly standby charges to the supplier, and that time-of-use metering under an 

electricity supply service tariff having no demand charges is not permitted. Said contract or tariff 

shall be applicable to both the electric energy supplied to, and consumed from, the grid by that 

customer. For customers of all other investor-owned utilities, on and after July 1. 2020. standby 

charges are prohibited for anv residential net metering customer or agricultural net metering 

customer.
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In instances where a customer's metering equipment is of a type for which meter readings 

are made off site and where this equipment has, or will be, installed for the convenience of the 

electric distribution company, the electric distribution company shall provide the necessary 

additional metering equipment to enable net metering service at no charge to the customer. In 

instances where a customer has requested, and where the electric distribution company would 

not have otherwise installed, metering equipment that is intended to be read off site, the electric 

distribution company may charge the customer its actual cost of installing any additional 

equipment necessary to implement net metering service. A time-of-use customer shall bear the 

incremental metering costs associated with net metering. Any incremental metering costs
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associated with measuring the output of any generator for the purposes of receiving renewable ^
&

energy certificates shall be installed at the customer's expense unless otherwise negotiated yi
Ml

between the customer and the REC purchaser. Agricultural net metering customers may be 

responsible for the cost of additional metering equipment necessary to accomplish account 

aggregation.

The customer shall receive no compensation for excess generation unless the customer has 

entered into a power purchase agreement with its supplier.

Upon the written request of the customer, the customer's supplier shall enter into a power 

purchase agreement for the excess generation for one or more net metering periods, as 

requested by the customer. The written request of the customer shall be submitted prior to the 

beginning of the first net metering period covered by the power purchase agreement. The power 

purchase agreement shall be consistent with this chapter. If the customer's supplier is an 

investor-owned electric distribution company, the supplier shall be obligated by the power 

purchase agreement to purchase the excess generation for the requested net metering periods 

at a price equal to the PJM Interconnection, L.L.C. (PJM) zonal day-ahead annual, simple 

average LMP (locational marginal price) for the PJM load zone in which the electric distribution 

company's Virginia retail service territory resides (simple average of hourly LMPs, by tiers, for 

time-of-use customers), as published by the PJM Market Monitoring Unit, for the most recent 

calendar year ending on or before the end of each net metering period, unless the electric 

distribution company and the customer mutually agree to a higher price or unless, after notice 

and opportunity for hearing, the commission establishes a different price or pricing 

methodology. If the Virginia retail service territory of the investor-owned electric distribution 

company does not reside within a PJM load zone, the power purchase agreement shall obligate 

the electric distribution company to purchase excess generation for the requested net metering 

periods at a price equal to the systemwide PJM day-ahead annual, simple average LMP (simple



average of hourly LMPs, by tiers, for time-of-use customers), as published by the PJM Market 

Monitoring Unit, for the most recent calendar year ending on or before the end of each net 

metering period, unless the electric distribution company and the customer mutually agree to a 

higher price or unless, after notice and opportunity for hearing, the commission establishes a 

different price or pricing methodology.

If the customer's supplier is a member-owned electric cooperative, the supplier shall be 

obligated by the power purchase agreement to purchase excess generation for the requested 

net metering periods at a price equal to the simple average (by tiers for time-of-use customers) 

of the electric cooperative's hourly avoidable cost of energy, including fuel, based on the energy 

and energy-related charges of its primary wholesale power supplier for the net metering period, 

unless the electric distribution company and the customer mutually agree to a higher price or 

unless, after notice and opportunity for hearing, the commission establishes a different price or 

pricing methodology.

If the customer's supplier is a competitive service provider, the supplier shall be obligated by 

the power purchase agreement to purchase the excess generation for the requested net 

metering periods at a price equal to the systemwide PJM day-ahead annual, simple average 

LMP (simple average of hourly LMPs, by tiers, for time-of-use customers), as published by the 

PJM Market Monitoring Unit, for the most recent calendar year ending on or before the end of 

each net metering period, unless the supplier and the customer mutually agree to a higher price 

or unless, after notice and opportunity for hearing, the commission establishes a different price 

or pricing methodology.

The customer's supplier shall make full payment annually to the customer within 30 days 

following the latter of the end of the net metering period or, if applicable, the date of the PJM 

Market Monitoring Unit's publication of the previous calendar-year's applicable zonal or 

systemwide PJM day-ahead annual, simple average LMP, or hourly LMP, as appropriate. The
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supplier may offer the customer the choice of an account credit in lieu of a direct payment. The 

option of a customer to request payment from its supplier for excess generation and the price or 

pricing formula shall be clearly delineated in the net metering tariff of the electric distribution 

company or timely provided by the customer's competitive supplier, as applicable. A copy of 

such tariff, or an Internet link to such tariff, at the option of the customer, shall be provided to 

each prospective customer requesting interconnection of a generating facility. A competitive 

service provider shall provide in its contract with the customer the price or pricing formula for 

excess generation.

For a nontime-of-use customer, in any billing period in which there is a billing period credit, 

the customer shall be required to pay only the nonusage sensitive charges, including any 

applicable standby charges, for that billing period. For a time-of-use customer, in any billing 

period for which there are billing period credits in all tiers, the customer shall be required to pay 

only the demand charges, nonusage sensitive charges, and any applicable standby charges for 

that billing period. Any billing period credits shall be accumulated, carried forward, and applied 

at the first opportunity to any billing periods having positive net consumptions (by tiers, in the 

case of time-of-use customers). However, any accumulated billing period credits remaining 

unused at the end of a net metering period shall be carried forward into the next net metering 

period only to the extent that such accumulated billing period credits carried forward do not 

exceed the customer's billed consumption for the current net metering period, adjusted to 

exclude accumulated billing period credits carried forward and applied from the previous net 

metering period (recognizing tiers for time-of-use customers).

A customer owns any renewable energy certificates (RECs) associated with the total output 

of its generating facility. A supplier is only obligated to purchase a customer's RECs if the 

customer has exercised its one-time option at the time of signing a power purchase agreement



with its supplier to include a provision requiring the purchase by the supplier of all generated 

RECs over the duration of the power purchase agreement.

Payment for all whole RECs purchased by the supplier during a net metering period in 

accordance with the power purchase agreement shall be made at the same time as the 

payment for any excess generation. The supplier will post a credit to the customer's account, or 

the customer may elect a direct payment. Any fractional REC remaining shall not receive 

immediate payment but may be carried forward to subsequent net metering periods for the 

duration of the power purchase agreement.

The rate of the payment by the supplier for a customer’s RECs shall be the daily unweighted 

average of the "CR" component of Virginia Electric and Power Company's Virginia jurisdiction 

Rider G tariff in effect over the period for which the rate of payment for the excess generation is 

determined, unless the customer's supplier is not Virginia Electric and Power Company, and 

that supplier has an applicable Virginia retail renewable energy tariff containing a comparable 

REC commodity price component, in which case that price component shall be the basis of the 

rate of payment. The commission may, with notice and opportunity for hearing, set another rate 

of payment or methodology for setting the rate of payment for RECs.

To the extent that RECs are not sold to the customer’s supplier, they may be sold to any 

willing buyer at any time at a mutually agreeable price.
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